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Ned Durango Play On
Indefinite Hold . . .
But we have a Holiday Event For You!
Norm Foster’s warm and charming
play, Ned Durango Comes To Big Oak was
only two weeks from opening, with an almost
completed set and costumes lined up. We
had an exciting cast and were in the
polishing stage of rehearsals just before
Thanksgiving when the government came out
and recommended suspending “social
bubbles” which at that time allowed groups
of ten. To postpone for a couple of weeks or
so would cost us a couple of cast members
who couldn’t commit to later dates.
That’s when we decided to put the show
on an indefinite pause. Only when it is safe
for us to resume and when we can recast and
rehearse-in two new cast members will the
show go on. We may have to wait til we are
vaccinated.
We know we disappointed a number of
patrons who were hoping to finally get some
live events. There is only so much you can do
with the virtual and on line presentations.
They are a weak substitute for live events.
That is why we chose to do a scaled
down event that we can feel safe presenting.
We have teamed up with The Water Tower
Inn and Casey’s Pub to bring you a delightful
meal and a holiday reading of a Norm Foster
one act comedy. We have two top notch
actors to bring you this warm and humorous
story.
With Algoma Region still in the green
(Prevent) level and our added measures we
think this event will safely satisfy a need.

As per health regulations we will ensure
no more than 50 people per performance and
we are selling tables of two or tables of four
only. Tables will keep to the two metre
spacing and masks will be required until
seated and eating.
Casey’s have provided an excellent
variety of menu choices. We also have a
limited number of show only tickets that
come with a complimentary hot chocolate.
Our actors, Wendylynn Levoskin and
George Houston have lots of experience with
Norm Foster plays and are looking forward to
performing for you. They are seen here in
their roles from Alice In Cuckoo Land.

With the limits to our seating tickets
are expected to go fast. To book call Sandra
at 705 946-4081. Tickets can also be
purchased at the Water Tower Inn front desk.

